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Abstract

A congruence relation on the space of weight-2 cusp forms has been

intensively studied. In this paper, we introduce a congruence relation

on a Hecke module associated with a definite quaternion algebra and

investigate a relationship between the two congruence relations.

1. Introduction

It is well known that there is a close connection between the theory of
cusp forms and the arithmetic theory of quaternion algebras. In this
paper, we study a connection between a congruence relation defined on
the space of weight-2 cusp forms of prime level and a congruence relation
defined on a Hecke module associated with a rational definite quaternion
algebra of prime discriminant.

A congruence relation on the space of cusp forms has been studied by

Doi, Hida, Ohta, Ribet, Zagier, and others (see, for example, in [1, 5, 9]).
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Let p be a prime number and S  be the space of weight-2 cusp forms on

( )p0Γ  with integral Fourier coefficients. The space S  is a free Z -module.

Let T  be the Hecke ring acting on S  and 
S

,  be the Peterson inner product

on .S  Thus, S  is a T -module with a pairing. Given a positive integer ,

two cusp forms f and g in S  are said to be congruent modulo  if the n-th

Fourier coefficient of f is congruent to the n-th Fourier coefficient of g

modulo  for all positive integers n. Then, given a Hecke eigenform f in

S  whose first Fourier coefficient is equal to 1, a positive integer r is

defined as the largest positive integer such that there is a g in S  that

satisfies the following conditions: f and g are congruent modulo r, and

.0, =
S

gf

Let X  be the group of degree-0 divisors on the set of left ideal classes

of a fixed maximal order in a rational definite quaternion algebra of

discriminant p. It is known that the rank of X  as a free Z -module is the

same as the rank of .S  The Hecke ring T  acts on X  and a pairing can be

defined on .X  Thus, we have another T -module with a pairing. (This

module has been studied in various contexts, for example, [2, 3], and will

be described in more detail in the next section.) We say two elements x

and y in X  are congruent modulo  if the corresponding multiplicities of

x and y (being considered as divisors) are congruent modulo .  A positive

integer s is defined in a manner similar to the way r was defined, using

the Hecke eigenform in X  corresponding to f in .S  (The integer s will be

defined more precisely later.)

We prove that r and s are equal. The proof is a rather simple

consequence of some results from [4, 8, 9], but the statement that r and s

are equal is not trivial in the sense that the proof depends on a deep

result of Ribet [6] in an essential way, as explained after the proof.

2. Description of a T -Module X

We describe a T -module X  with a pairing. Let H be a definite

quaternion algebra defined over .Q  Suppose that the discriminant of H is
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p, that is, H is ramified at the two places p and ∞. Let R be a fixed

maximal order in H. The set of left ideal classes of R is finite of order

1+d  for a positive integer d. Let { }dII ...,,0  be a set of left ideals

representing the distinct ideal classes, with ,0 RI =  and denote the ideal

classes by [ ] [ ]....,,0 dII  Let iR  be the right order of the ideal ,iI  and let

iw  be a half of the number of the units in .iR  The number iw  is

independent of the representative .iI  Let D  be the group of divisors on

the set [ ] [ ]{ }....,,0 dII  Define a pairing 
D

,  on D  with values in Z  by

setting

[ ] [ ] ijiji wII δ=
D

,

and extending bilinearly to .D  Let X  be the subgroup of degree-0 divisors

of .D  The space X  is a free Z -module of rank d. The pairing 
X

,  is

defined to be the restriction of 
D

,  to .X  It is well known that X  is

isomorphic to the character group of the toric part of the mod p reduction
of the Néron model of the Jacobian ( )pJ0  of the modular curve ( ).0 pX  In

the proof of our result, the description of X  as the character group is
essential. From now on, we identify X  with this character group. Then,
the pairing 

X
,  is the monodromy pairing on .X  An action of the Hecke

ring T  on X  is carefully described in Section 3 of [6]. (The action of T  on
X  can also be concretely described in terms of Brandt matrices; for
example, see [2].) Thus, we have a T -module X  with a pairing.

3. Congruence Relations on S  and X

We have two T -modules S  and X  with respective pairings 
S

,  and

.,
X

 A congruence relation ≡  on S  is defined as follows: for ( ) =τf

( )∑ ∑≥ ≥
τπτπ =τ

1 1
22 ,

n n
in

n
in

n ebgea   in S  and a positive integer gf ≡,

mod  if nn ba ≡  mod  for all positive integers n. Let ( ) ∑ ≥
τπ=τ

1
2

n
in

neaf

be a Hecke eigenform in S  with .11 =a  Define r to be the largest positive

integer such that there is a cusp form g in S  that satisfies the following
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conditions:

rgf mod≡  and .0, =
S

gf

On the other hand, a congruence relation ≡  on X  is defined as follows:

for [ ] [ ]∑ ∑= =
⋅=⋅=

d
i

d
i iiii IyyIxx

0 0
,  in X  and a positive integer

mod, yx ≡  if ii yx ≡  mod  for ....,,1,0 di =  Consider an eigenspace

{ }T  inall for nnn TxaxTx =|∈= XL  of .X  The rank of L  is 1. Let v be

a generator of .L  (The eigenspace L  and the eigenvector v have been

studied, for example, in [2, 7].) Define s to be the largest positive integer

such that there is a y in X  that satisfies the following conditions:

.0,andmod =≡
X

yvsyv

Theorem.  We have the equality .sr =

To prove the theorem, we first express s with v and .,
X

Lemma. Let x be an element in X  such that 
X

xv,  is the smallest

positive integer expressible in this way. Then, 
X

xv,  divides 
X

vv,  and

we have the following equality:

.
,

,

X

X

xv

vv
s =

Proof. Note that considering X  as a free Z -module, 
X

,  is a bilinear

pairing on X  with integral values. Let x be an element in X  such that

X
xv,  is the smallest positive integer expressible in this way. Let

{ }., X
X

∈|= zzvI  Then, I is an ideal of .Z  Thus, 
X

xv,  is a generator

of I. Hence, 
X

xv,  divides 
X

zv,  for any z in .X  In particular, 
X

xv,

divides .,
X

vv  Let t be the integer .,,
XX

xvvv  (We have to show

that .)ts =  By the definition of s, there is a y in X  such that yv ≡  mod s

and .0, =
X

yv  Then, szyv =−  for some z in .X  Thus, we have
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.0,, =−=
XX

szvvyv  Hence, .,,
XX

zvsvv =  Dividing both sides

of the equation by ,,
X

xv  we have ( ).,,
XX

xvzvst =  Hence, we

have .ts |  Also, from the definition of t, we have .0, =−
X

txvv  Since

txvv −≡  mod t, by the definition of s, we have .ts =

Proof of Theorem. Let E be the elliptic curve associated with the

cusp form f. Consider the parametrization ( ) .: 0 EpX →ξ  We assume

that ξ is optimal in the sense that the induced map ( ) EpJ →ξ 0:  on

Jacobians has the connected kernel. Let δ be the degree of ( ) .: 0 EpX →ξ

Theorem 3 in [9] states that .δ=r  Thus, by the lemma, it is sufficient to

show that .,,
XX

xvvv=δ  Let ( )( )pJ0Φ  and ( )EΦ  be the groups of

connected components of mod p reductions of Néron models of ( )pJ0  and

E, respectively. Consider the map ( )( ) ( )EpJ Φ→Φξ∗ 0:  which is induced

from ( ) .: 0 EpJ →ξ  Let j be the order of the cokernel of the map .∗ξ

Theorem 2.3 together with Lemma 2.2 in [8] implies that

( ) .,, jxvvv ⋅=δ
XX

 (We  are using the theorem and the lemma for

the case that 1=D  and .pM =  Moreover, notationally, we have that

,,,,,, jjxvivvhvg rrrr ====
XX

 and ( ),Ju  is .),
X

 Corollary 3

of Theorem 2 in [4] states that the map ( )( ) ( )EpJ Φ→Φξ 0:  is surjective,

i.e., .1=j  Hence, we have .,,
XX

xvvv=δ

The statement sr =  of the theorem is not trivial. In the above proof,

the only place where we need the level-lowering theorem of Ribet [6] is in
the proof of Corollary 3 of [4]. On the other hand, from the proof, we see

that the equality sr =  is equivalent to the equality 1=j  without using

the level-lowering theorem. Moreover, the equality ,1=j  together with

the fact that the group ( )( )pJ0Φ  is Eisenstein (see Theorem 3.12 in [6]),

implies the following form of the level-lowering theorem concerning the

elliptic curve E: for every prime ,  if the representation ρ  of ( )QQGal

giving the action of ( )QQGal  on the group [ ]E  of -division points of E
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is irreducible, then the representation ρ  is ramified at p. Thus, the

statement of the theorem is as strong as this last non-trivial result.
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